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HIGH-QUALITY, PROFESSIONALLY MAINTAINED EVENT PROJECTORS AND LENSES
AVAILBLE IN MAJOR LIQUIDATION SALE
--Tiger Group selling excess equipment from
entertainment and event production technology leaders PRG and VER
LOS ANGELES (2/28/19) – Convention centers, theaters, religious organizations, nightclub owners, and
others can snatch up pro-level projection equipment at a steep discount when Tiger Group liquidates
high-quality projectors and lenses from PRG, the global leader in production services and solutions, and
VER, the largest provider of rental equipment to production professionals. The two companies merged in
August 2018, resulting in surplus equipment from their combined inventories.
The assets being sold represent a unique offering of professionally maintained and serviced equipment,
including projectors and lenses – some with cases — manufactured by names like Barco, EIKI, Christie,
NEC, Panasonic, Sanyo, Sharp, and Sony. They have been deployed at major sporting events, concerts
featuring top performers, and other major productions.
“This liquidation presents an extraordinary opportunity for concert venues, large nightclubs, AV rental
companies, event planners and other large-event producers to acquire top-flight, well-maintained
professional-quality projectors and lenses,” said Jonathan Holiday, Business Development Manager of
Tiger’s Commercial & Industrial Division. “They will be available at liquidation prices at discounts of up
to 50% off acquisition cost.”
PRG acquired VER in August 2018, and the two brands pursue distinct missions: PRG focuses on
production solutions and services while VER provides a vast inventory and skilled support to production
professionals. Clients in television, cinema, live music, sports and corporate rely on their equipment and
expertise in audio, video, lighting, LED, cameras, rigging, media servers, fiber and more.
The assets may be inspected by appointment only at a facility in Glendale, Calif. To arrange an inspection
or for further information on the offering, contact Jonathan Holiday: 805-367-3893 or
jholiday@tigergroup.com. Additional information on the offering can also be found at
www.soldtiger.com.
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